How to buy a house—without regretting it
This week we’re revisiting conversations we’ve had with four past
expert guests about the most common things people overlook when
purchasing a home, as well as all the hidden costs of homeownership
—to help you prepare for one of the biggest financial decisions you’ll
ever make—buying a home.
Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez: This is Money Con dential, a podcast from Real Simple about
our money stories, struggles, and secrets. I’m your host, Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez, and
today we’re looking back on some of our expert interviews to talk about one of the biggest
decisions many of us will ever make with our money—the decision to buy (or not buy) a home
—and all of the nancial, emotional, and lifestyle considerations that come with it.
Jannese Torres Rodriguez: Home ownership was absolutely the wake-up call that I needed to
realize that I was actually just going through the motions of life and checking o the "things
that you do as an adult."
Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez: That’s Jannese Torres Rodriguez, host of the personal nance
podcast, Yo Quiero Dinero.
Jannese Torres Rodriguez: I found myself, as a newbie homeowner, two weeks after I
purchased the home, absolutely regretting the decision. And that got me spiraling For the rst
time I was like, why am I feeling so miserable making this decision that so many people claim
as the pinnacle of success in adulthood? And for me, I just really found it was completely
unaligned with what I wanted at the time.
Stefanie O'Connell Rodriguez: Where do you think this idea of home ownership as the
pinnacle of what to do with your money and even just in the ‘checklist of life’ comes from?
Jannese Torres Rodriguez: It de nitely came from my family. So I’m Latina, I'm Puerto Rican.
My parents came to the United States in the 1980s, and they struggled for a very long time to
get their footing nancially. And so, when I was about 12 years old, they were able to purchase
their rst home and that changed our lives. It was just a di erent standard of living that we
became accustomed to after they were able to do that. And so, I saw that as what you do in
order to give yourself a level of stability and how to be nancially responsible. So as soon as I
got married, those questions started to come up. Okay, when are you guys going to buy a
house? And so, I gured that's just what everybody does.
We get a lot of messaging that it's "never the right time." And so, I said, okay, I'm still in debt
with student loans. I still have credit card debt, but I'm over the age of 30 at this point. I need
to buy a house. We're just going to gure this out.
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And I found out about the federal program, the FHA mortgage that only required 3.5% down. I
was living in New Jersey at the time, which is a super high cost of living area. As a result, it's
very di cult to buy a home with 20% down, especially when you're still in debt. And so I did

Stefanie O'Connell Rodriguez: I hear a lot of people being like, "I'm trying to balance paying
o my credit card and my student loans, but I'm still renting and I feel like I'm throwing away
money, and I have to buy this house." And the house has been positioned as this purely good
nancial decision, but in a lot of these cases, I don't know that it is.
Jannese Torres Rodriguez: For me, it de nitely was not. I actually lost money selling my
home. I spent so much money xing it. I was never more broke than when I owned a home.
And it was just a result of not having that nancial foundation in place, emptying out what was
meant to be an emergency fund to buy a home, and then the emergencies started happening
and I had no other recourse other than to start taking out loans. I had to take out a 401k loan to
deal with a $15,000 repair of a sewer line.
And the things just kept adding up, right? It almost felt like I had unleashed the kraken.
The paint hadn't even dried on the walls. It was about two weeks in when I moved in, and I
came home after work and I opened the door to walk inside the house and I smelled raw
sewage. And I was just like, what's happening? So I go downstairs to the basement and there
are literally three inches of raw sewage water in the basement from the sewage pipe, which
had been blocked by concrete, because the previous owner had done some DIY repairs and
poured concrete down the sewer line.
Stefanie O'Connell Rodriguez: Wow.
Jannese Torres Rodriguez: You can't make this stu up. Yeah, I de nitely had to come to
grips with the idea that I was not in the position to really take on this level of responsibility. I
just did not have the nancial framework in place of having the separate savings for the down
payment, of having paid down my student loans to a place where I was comfortable taking on
this mortgage payment, right?
And so, I think there's so much pressure to achieve these things by a certain age and you can
get a lot of that external pressure. But if you're not honest with yourself about where you are
and what your nancial picture actually looks like, you're going to nd yourself in the same
situation that I was, where I had just overextended myself to the point where now these goals
that I thought I was going to be able to achieve, like paying down debt and saving money and
saving for retirement, felt so much more burdensome because of this additional pressure that I
had put on myself to now have to deal with this mortgage.
Stefanie O'Connell Rodriguez: I think the other piece of this conversation around home
ownership and the pressure to buy is that home ownership has been framed as this
cornerstone for building equity and building wealth.
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Jannese Torres Rodriguez: I have been able to save and invest more money as a renter than I
ever was as a homeowner, just because I am dealing with a lot less nancial responsibility as a
renter. So this idea that home ownership is the only way to achieve and build generational
wealth is just simply not true.
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the three and a half percent down payment. And I basically emptied out my emergency fund to
buy a home, because that's the only cash I could come up with. And I felt that FOMO, that
pressure, like if I keep waiting, I'm never going to be able to do this. And so that's how it
started.

There are so many di erent ways for us to build wealth and it's not just one size ts all
approach.
Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez: Like Jannese said, building wealth is not a one size ts all
approach and neither is the way we live – so to help us understand whether renting or owning
makes more sense for us—I spoke to Shang of savemycents.com in episode 31, about how to
compare the two.
Shang: The very common tradeo —or a calculation that I see marketed primarily by real estate
agents and mortgage brokers who want your money—when it comes to buying a home, as
they say, how much are you paying in rent? All right, well, if you take all of that in rent, this is
how much you can a ord in a mortgage.
And this is the home that you could a ord using a couple of very basic assumptions. Wow.
That is such an oversimpli cation of home ownership because rst of all, your mortgage is
front-loaded. What does that mean? Most people don't stay in a home that they own for the
full 30 years of a 30-year xed rate mortgage.
That means that in the rst couple of years that you're staying in a home, you're actually not
building that much equity in the home itself. Most of your mortgage payment is going towards
interest and a tiny, tiny, tiny amount goes to the home equity. So let's say you're paying a
thousand dollars a month in rent and you pay a thousand dollars in a mortgage. You're not
getting a thousand dollars in home equity right away. That's a huge part.
Number two, your mortgage payment is not your only housing expense. As a renter you
actually got it really good. There are so many days as a homeowner when I'm like, I kind of
wish I were renting. Any problem that you got, you call up your landlord and they basically have
to come x it at some point.
Now some landlords are worse than others. We won't get into that. As a homeowner, you're
responsible for property taxes, home maintenance costs. If you're in a condo and HOA or in
New York a co-op, you got all the costs that are associated with that. You got homeowners
insurance, and then you never know what else is on top of that.
And many of these costs by the way, are not xed. Your mortgage payment could be xed. And
that's what people peg their numbers too. But all the other costs go up usually in line or even
above in ation.
Your real estate agent is incentivized to make you nd and close on a house as quickly as
possible. Now, the mortgage broker wants you to close on a house as soon as possible. The
sellers want you to buy as soon as possible. Where in this environment, do you see anyone
who's positioned to give you that rational cool-headed objective advice? No one and no one's
being paid to really make that decision for you.
So you have to pull yourself back and when the emotion, and this is a very American concept.
We love our freedom. We don't like to be owned by anybody. And sometimes renting can feel
like you are answering to your landlord each month, right?
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Each month you write that check. I'm paying somebody else. But instead, if you can twist that
around and say, yes, I might be paying somebody else's mortgage, but the money that I'm not
spending on this home, that I'm investing, it's coming to pay me back going forward. If we

could try to like, just turn that around a little bit and run that math, I would say a lot more
people might say, okay, I can take the emotions a little bit more out of home ownership.
The calculations that I've done at the very, very rudimentary level is, okay, how much does
average rent cost in this area? If I were to rent and then for the kind of home that I want to buy,
which could be di erent depending on what you want, but you look at the home, you add in
the mortgage costs, then you gure out what the average property tax rate is—it's public for
wherever you want to live.
You add on an average insurance quote, you could get that from any insurance websites. And
then you tack on 1% of the home value each year as a maintenance cost. Just add those
things together and also add on HOAs. If you're going to buy into an HOA. And compare the
two. And ask yourself is this a trade-o that makes sense to me.
Which one of these makes more sense if your rent is lower than the total cost of ownership,
take the di erence and then plug it into a exponential calculator and say, okay, if I invest this in
the market at a, call it, 5% return each year, what is that going to get me over the time that I
would have bought the home? They could quickly see that there could be advantages to
renting that you wouldn't have thought about before.
Stefanie O'Connell Rodriguez: Are there certain benchmarks or parameters that people can
use as a way to say, oh, this does make sense—Or doesn't make sense—in terms of
homeownership?
Shang: A lot of times I would say, take a look at your ability to save and invest for your
retirement before and after owning a home.
And if you feel that you're still on track, that's great. What I don't want to see is people go
underwater. I've coached people where they have the mortgage payment and they still had a
ton of student loan debt and car debt and consumer debt. And they could barely have enough
money to feed themselves month over month, they keep racking up more debt. That might be
a situation where you should pump the brakes and really, really think about whether home
ownership makes sense or not.
And that's really hard because there's so much emphasis on, you're not an adult until you're
independent and in your own home.
But I would also say adulting means being responsible with the money that you have and the
assets that you have been given and being able to take care of your future self through your
retirement plans, your retirement funds, and if owning a home actually prevents you from taking
care of your future self, then that's not adulting.
That's digging yourself a hole. That's going to be very di cult to climb out of.
And I would love for all of us to celebrate more models of adulting that might not look like a
traditional, I got my paycheck and I live in a home and I have two cars kind of deal.
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Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez: After the break, we’ll speak to two real estate experts who
have bought and sold hundreds of homes about the biggest things they see homeowners
underestimate and the most important thing they consider when purchasing a property.

Mindy Jensen: Are you setting your roots down and you're never going to leave? A lot of
people plan that. But then that's not really how reality works. People tend to move every ve to
seven years. So if you are moving to Iowa City for a job and you have a two-year contract, it
may not make sense, especially in this hot, hot market. It may not make any sense at all to buy
a house because what happens if the housing prices go up and up and then they soften.
Or they atten out or they start to decline, then she's kind of stuck.
Whereas if they've lived there their whole lives, or, you know, they're moving there because
their parents live there and they really love the town and they want to live there forever, have
plans to live there for at least ve to seven years.
That's a good time to start looking. It costs a lot of money to sell a house and people don't
think about that when they're buying a house, but on the front end, buying a house, it costs
approximately two to 4% of the purchase price in random closing costs.
And that's not including your down payment on the house. It's just the random extra costs like
your attorney or your title insurance, and you know, all the little things that you can't imagine
actually exist when you buy a house, when you go to sell it on the backend, it's more like eight
to 10% of the price of the house.
Sellers traditionally pay the commission for both the buyer's agent and the seller's agent.
Additionally, you have your own closing costs, like title insurance for the mortgage company,
for the buyers and title insurance for the buyers themselves and on and on and on.
One of the things that I see a lot of people doing right now is, you know, oh, everybody else is
buying a house. I have to buy a house too. No, you don't. If it wasn't in your plans before now,
it can be a time for you to think about it, but you need to do a lot of research and you need to
educate yourself exactly what is it going to cost me to own this house and what happens if,
and when ll in the blank. There's a lot of ifs out there. What happens if there's a global
pandemic and I lose my job and I don't have any other job?
I really don't want people listening to jump into home ownership without a big safety net, a big
emergency fund, because I like to say something always breaks when you buy a house.
Stefanie O'Connell Rodriguez: Are there signs that “Yeah, I am ready to buy a house
nancially speaking and emotionally speaking?”
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Mindy Jensen: You have a stable job, you have money in the bank. Like I said, it costs money
to purchase a house two to 4% of the cost of the house, but then you also need a bu er for
unexpected repairs. Or you move and you’re like, ooh, I need to paint that wall right away. Or,
oh, this is broken or it's not working properly, so I need to repair it or replace it altogether.
I need to mow my lawn, but I'm going to be gone for six weeks now. So I have to hire
somebody to do this. And there's just a lot of little things that you don't think about.
Know what you're doing and have a good real estate agent. Have a lender that you can talk to
that speaks to you with respect and answers the phone when you call and answers your
questions. Have somebody who is on your side, helping you through this most expensive
purchase you're ever going to make.
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In episode 25, I spoke to licensed real estate agent Mindy Jensen about one of the aspects of
homeownership that we have a tendency to overlook or underestimate—the cost of moving.

Stefanie O'Connell Rodriguez: How do I get to a point where I'm not just making a decision
under pressure under a deadline, under emotion, and I'm being informed.
Mindy Jensen: I would say that reading everything you can about your local market is going to
be super helpful.
You're also going to go on Zillow and realtor.com and Red n and Trulia and all of the places
where you can see all these pictures.
You want a three bedroom, two bath house in Longmont, Colorado for $450,000. How many of
those have sold in the last six months or the last three months? Oh, one. Okay. That's not a
very realistic option for me then.
I should either expand my search area, my numbers, or otherwise alter it. Let's go up to
$500,000 oh 26 have sold in the last three months. That's a more realistic price range for this.
That's a search that I can be comfortable with. Talk to a lender. See how much they think that
you can be approved for and ask them to run numbers.
And what does that look like in a monthly payment or tell the lender? How much am I going to
have to put down? Is what I want reasonable? And can I a ord this thing that is actually there?
Start looking.
And then you start narrowing things down. Go to open houses. Don't think that you're going to
have to make a purchase tomorrow.
That is a frantic emotional decision. Give yourself the opportunity to do some research and
understand just exactly what you're getting yourself into. You are signing up for 30 years of
mortgage payments. And of course, if you sell, then you don't have to make them any more,
but 30 years, that's a lot. Do you really, really, really want that house? That much?
Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez: Renting, buying, maintaining, renovating, moving, wealth
building—there are so many di erent factors we’re taking into account when it comes to
deciding when and whether to buy a home – so in episode 35, I spoke to real estate investor J
Scott about how we can sort through all of those factors to nd the right living situation for
ourselves.
J Scott: So I'm a big fan of knowing the end goal. And so we all have to ask ourselves, what is
the purpose?
What are we planning to do with this particular house or this particular home or property? And
while we certainly can be thinking about it as a place to raise our kids and live with our spouse,
and we can think about it in emotional terms, we should also be thinking about it in nancial
terms.
And so starting with the end goal in mind. Is this going to be a property that I plan to hold for
the next 30 years as a rental property? Is this someplace I'm buying as a temporary place? Is it
some place I planning to have kids in the next year? Think about why you're purchasing. Think
about where you're going to be in the next year or two or ve, and think about what you plan to
do with the property once you're done living there.
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And the big reason for this is that we don't know where the market's going. We don't know if in
a year from now home values might drop or two years from now or ve years from now home

values might drop. This isn't a big deal if we're planning to live in the house for the next two or
three or ve years, eventually house prices are going to return.
But if you need to be able to sell in a year or two years, you should approach the purchase a
lot di erently than if this is someplace that you can and are willing to live in for the next ve or
10 years. So always go in with the lens of what's the worst thing that could happen. What are
my plans for the property, and then act accordingly.
Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez: What are those considerations that somebody needs to make
when they're going through that kind of decision-making?
J Scott: As far as I'm concerned, the biggest one is, is your spouse on board From what I've
seen the biggest source of stress is when the two partners are not on the same page. When
one is thinking, well this is where I want to live, and this is where I'm gonna have my family and
raise my kids.
And the other one's thinking, well, let's rent out a room and, and start making income from it
and start saving up for another house. And if both sides aren't on the same page, you're gonna
introduce a lot of stress.
Owning your own home is going to require some additional level of time investment than being
a renter.
You may have to cut your lawn. You may have to repair your own stu or calling a handyman to
repair your own stu . You're gonna have to deal with eventually replacing the roof and
replacing the air conditioning system, all the stu that typically a landlord would handle. And so
then you go to the next level, if you want to become an investor.
Well, there are di erent levels of time investment for investing. So maybe you're going to rent
out a home that you used to live in Maybe you're going to hire a property manager to manage it
for you so you don't have to take phone calls in the middle of the night.
Maybe you're going to do a big renovation. You're going to buy a house that was built in the
late 1800s and do a $200,000 renovation and then rent it out and manage it yourself then.
A project like that you're going to spend a lot of time. You're going to spend a lot of money.
There's going to be a lot of risk. And at the end of the day, you're going to be managing it
yourself. And you're going to spend a lot of time there. So really it's up to you to kind of
determine what is the time commitment?
What is the money commitment? What is the risk tolerance you're willing to take and then
choose the solution from that as opposed to going the other way and say this is going to be
my living situation or my investing situation and just hoping that the time commitment and the
money commitment and the risk tolerance suits whatever you happen to pick.
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We could argue all day, whether buying or renting is better. And I could probably provide 20
studies and I could do really detailed spreadsheets to argue one or the other, but it's close
enough that I would never tell somebody rent for nancial reasons or buy for nancial reasons
So at the end of the day, the single best reason to buy is because that supports something in
your life where buying is important. So good schools, living close to your job, living close to
your family. Those are good reasons to buy. Don't buy because it's a good nancial decision.

Now if you need to buy the question often becomes, well, should I buy now? Or if the market's
so hot, should I wait a year? And I'm a big fan of saying it's impossible to time the market. I
know a lot of people who wanted to get into real estate investing back in 2015 and said, I'm
just going to wait for prices to drop. And 2016, they were saying in 2017, they were saying it,
and they're still sitting there saying I'm waiting for prices to drop. And they wish they would've
just bought back in 2015. So I'm not saying prices are going to keep going up. I don't think any
of us knows.
But at the end of the day, don't try and time the market. If buying is the right thing for you, buy.
If buying's not the right thing for you, don't buy.
And I think a lot of it boils down to our own personalities. My wife and I are very di erent in the
sense that I think about any property I buy, whether it's going to be my personal residence or
an investment, I think about it from a nancial standpoint. I want my personal residence to have
equity and know I can sell it tomorrow and make money.
My wife is very di erent. From her perspective, when it comes to the house you're living in it's
not about the money at all. It's about having a place for your kids to grow up and being in a
good location. And if we're throwing away money and overpaying for the house we're going to
live in, that's okay because it's more than just an investment.
So I think each person needs to stop and ask themselves what is the long- term goal? And if
you're buying a house because you want a place for your kids to grow up and love and be able
to go to good schools and be close to their grandparents—you don't need to apologize for
that. You don't need to justify that by saying, well, it's also a good investment. It might not be a
good investment, but if you can a ord the house don't apologize.
But if you're the type that wants your house to be an investment you can also do that and you
can make good decisions when it comes to buying and renovating and living in your
house, such that when you go to sell it, or when you go to move out, maybe you're going to
rent it—you can make money o of it.
And so you need to ask yourself again, what is my ultimate goal by buying this house and be
true to whatever that is.
Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez: It’s clear from speaking to each of our nancial experts that
decisions around when and whether to buy a home are so much more complex, both
emotionally and nancially, than comparing the monthly rent to the monthly mortgage.
When running the numbers—remember to consider the full cost of homeownership—including
property taxes, HOA fees, insurance and maintenance, in addition to the monthly mortgage.
Plus the costs of buying and selling a home—especially if you’re not planning to stay put for
the long-term.
And don’t discount the lifestyle considerations either—getting clear on the end goal of any
housing decision, can help you optimize for both your nancial and your lifestyle priorities in
the process.
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From your balance sheet to your day-to-day lifestyle, buying a home is a major life decision—
so it’s worth dedicating the time, energy and resources to making sure it’s the right one for
you.

This has been Money Con dential from Real Simple. If you have a money story or question to
share, you can send me an email at money dot con dential at real simple dot com. You can
also leave us a voicemail at (929) 352-4106.
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Be sure to follow Money Con dential on Apple Podcasts, Spotify or wherever you listen so you
don’t miss an episode. And we’d love your feedback. If you’re enjoying the show leave us a
review, we’d really appreciate it. You can also nd us online at realsimple.com
CREDITS: Real Simple is based in New York City. Money Con dential is produced by Mickey
O’Connor, Heather Morgan Shott and me, Stefanie O’Connell Rodriguez. Thanks to our
production team at Pod People: Rachael King, Matt Sav, Danielle Roth, Chris Browning and
Trae Budde.

